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COSTS AND RETURNS FROM GROWING WHEAT IN TWO DISTRICTS OF YORISTIRE

l956-.7

FOREWORD

This report is the second in a series of two which relates

to the costs of growing wheat in two districts of Yorkshire in

1955/56 and 1956/57 respectively. The districts are the Plain

of York and. the foothills of the North York.ihire Moors in the

naghbourhood of Helmsley and Kirby Moorside. A comparison is

made in the report of the methods of growing the crop in these two

districts; the differences draw attention to the effect which

natural factors and, the general system of farming have on the

economic importance of the 'crop in each district. It must be

remembered, however, that wheat is grovm in other parts of Yorkshire

and. elsewhere.where its place is frequently different from either

Of. those which have been studied in this report. Mr.C.J.Black,

who is responsible for the report, has been at pains to emphasise

the importance of realising the place which wheat occupies in the

.far.ming system if its contribution to the farm income is to be

properly assessed in the first part 'of the report is largely devoted

to this aspect of the subject.

However, it is useful to have a statement of the costs themselves,

even if some of them, such as tractor work per hour, or the value of

farmyard manure, are "notional" rather than actual costs. Not only

does it give a money value to the differences in methods of growing,

but when the information is available it also gives a basis for

comparing the profits of growing the crop in two years.

The majority of the field work was done by Messrs L.W.Bolton,

E.Dawson and the late D.W.McInnes, but Mr.C.J.Black takes responsibility

for the conclusions in this report.

W.HARWOOD LONG



TABU% 1.

COSTS AND MARGINS FOR WHEAT GROWING, 1957.

BINDER HARVESTING

Yield

Gross Return

Vale of York I Helmsley

 Per Acre_ Per Acre 1 i

25 - cwts

E3 !

i 21i cwts

E33, O. 6.
E. s. d.1 E. s. d. . s. d. E. s, d.

Variable Costs 9. 9. 5. 8.12. 7.
Margin . 27.17.10.i 24. 7.11.

I
Direct Costs 18. 2. 3. • 117. 7. 5.

Margin 19. 5. O. - 15.12. 1.
4

Direct + Overhead
Costs 19.19. 2. 19.11. .5.

margin 17. 8. 1. . 13. 9. 1.
. r

,
Totni Costs ' 25. 4. 7. 22. 4.11.

Margin 12. 2. 8. , 10.15.. 7.

Note:

Variable Costs:- Fertilizers, Seed, Sprays, Contract Charges,
Fuel and share of Repair charges for Tractor
etc, share of Repairs to Farm Machinery,
Sack Hire charges, Twine and any other small
sundry.

Direct Costs:- Variable Costs with the addition of:-
Rent, Charge for Regular or Family Labour
used, Share of Depreciation charges for
Tractor, Farm Machinery etc.

Overheads Costs:- A share of the multitude of expenses on a
farm which cannot be directly allocated to
any one enterprise, repairs to the farm road
for example. •



THE COST OF WHEAT IN 197

A good crop. of Wheat is a delight to the heart of most arable
farmers. Barley may occupy a slightly greater acreage of the
national farm but wheat retains its standing as the traditional mark
of good farming. Tradition all the same does not account for the
large acreage planted to Wheat; almost 200,000 acres in Yorkshire
alone in 1957 compared with 300,000 acres of barley. All crops,
wheat included, nowadays have to justify their place by the
contribution they make to total profits. The individual farmer can
make a budget to guide his decisions on the most profitable use of
the land. Unfortunately the same method is impracticable for
generalisations about a group of farms.

One measure of a crop's contribution to farmers' income is the
gross financial return per acre. Although this provides only one
side of the .picture, it is easily ascertained and that has some
advantages. For the wheat crops costed in the present (1957) inquiry
this return came to £37.7s. for those farms lying within the Vale of
York and to £33 for those in the Helmsley area on the slopes of the
North Yorkshire Moors. 'These figures correspond to yields of 25i
and 21i cwta.per acre respectively.

• Although this investigation%was not designed to provide the
comparison with barley growing, for one of the two areas, the Vale of
York, some information is available from the farm accounts..+ The
Cash Roots group there showed an average gross return of £36.12s.
per acre for wheat as against a return for barley of £34.7s. per acre.
Such a direct comparison assumes closely similar methods and costs
of production for the two crops and therefore directly comparable
contributions to the total income of the farm.

The cost of growing wheat is not so readily determined as the
gross returns. The difficulty is not merely one of recording. The
charge for the hire of a contractor's combine or the threshing drum is
an obvious cost against the Wheat but it is not so easy to place a
precise value on, say, homegrown seed or free time used for chopping
out thistles from the field.

Now and again for the individual farm, the real cost corresponds
to those charges that can be stated with some precision. For example,
it is easy to imagine (though unlikely in practice) a farmer faced with
the alternative of ploughing a field of a few acres for wheat or leaving
it down to grass which will not be fully utilised. A little more care
with rotational grazing will; he thinks, look after his grass
requirements and the family labour is there for the extra harvesting.
The farm is already growing other corn so the equipment is available,
What then will be his additional costs and additional returns from the
wheat?

Types of Farming in Yorkshire
Report No.141 (in preparation)



His costs would be for the seed and fertilizer, for the fuel
the tractor would require to do the work and a few otier such items
which economists call variable costs - those costs that vary specifically
according to the crop grown and the acreage planted. (See Table 1)
These taken together would have amounted, quoting the average figures
available from the inquiry, to only E8.13s.per acre and would have left
a highly pleasing addition to his profits of over E24 for each acre sawn.

For most farmers in the area this example has unrealistic
assumptions. Wheat may not be the main product on most farms but it
is an integral part of the rotation. The farmers would quite rightly
consider that the wheat crop should also bear its fair share of the
charges for rent, the hours worked on the crop and the basic expenses
of providing a tractor and implements. As has been pointed out already
a fair share is not as easily arrived at as might seem on first sight.
The usual and most satisfactory arrangement is to use standard charges
for all farms and for every hour of work by men and tractors.

These charges which can be immediately associated with the wheat
crop are called direct costs and, of nour.se, include the items entering
into the previously mentioned variable costs. For the Helmsley group of
farms in 1957 they amounted to £17.7s. per acre on the average.(Table 1)
The wheat, then, provided a contribution of over £15.10s. per acre
towards profits and general farm expenses or overheads. The comparable
figures for the Vale of York binder group were k18 per acre for direct
costs, giving the rather greater margin of over £19 because of the higher
yields in the Vale.

For the sake of completeness some estimate is usually given of the
proportion of general or overhead costs that might be charged to the
Wheat crop in order to represent the full cost of growing wheat. This
estimate cannot by its very nature supply a true picture of the position
on individual farms. The estimates of overheads obtained for these
costings are of the order of E2 per acre -which does indicate a sizeable
addition to costs and an equivalent reduction in profits as given by
direct costs alone. The figure may err on the side of understatement
for there is much work and expense on a farm that cannot be charged to
one particular enterprise or another.

There remains the tricky problem of the adjustment of costs for
residual manurial values and the cost of applications of dung to the
wheat. This was discussed in last year's wheat report. If farmyard
manure is regarded only as a useful by-product of mixed farming applied
for convenience to the wheat, there is no need to make a special charge
against the wheat crop. Similarly if the cuirent tendency is followed
of manuring each crop regardless of previous manuring no adjustment
need be made for residuals. Otherwise, following the traditional
accounting method calculations must be made. These would add £2.13s.
per acre to the average cost of growing wheat for the Helmsley group
and the larger sum of £5.5s. per acre for the Vale of York where Wheat
frequently followed a highly manured root crop.



TABLE. 2.

AVERAGE COST PER ACRE OF GR.ORING WHEAT, 1957.
BINDER HARVESTING

Materials

Seed

Artificial Fertilizer
Sprays

Cultivations

Harvesting

Threshi.  

Sundries

Other Costs

Vale of York

E. s. d.

2.16.11.

2.10. 7.
13. 6.

2. 6. 3.

3. 3. 5.

2.17. 9.

13: 6.

Rent 1 1.16. 4.
Implement Depreciation & Repairs 1. 4. 0.

Overheads 1 1.16.11.

Farmyard Manure (including 13. 7.
application

.Nei Manurial Residues

TOTAL CCST . 

.11.10.

Helms ley

E. s. d.

3. 1. 6.
1.18. 9.

5. 4.
2.11. 4.

3. 6. 4.

2.15. 1,

14. 0.

1.11. 1.
1. 4. 0.

2. 4. 0.

2. 3. 0.

10. 6.

25. 4. 7. 1 22. 4.11.

Materials, Cultivations and Other Costs

Vale of York: 38 records covering 479 acres
Helmsley: 36 " U 273

Harvesting, Threshing and Sundries

Vale of York: 24 records covering 232 acres

Helmsley: 32 'I

-4-
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TAMP,. 3.

AVERAGE COST PER ACRE OF GROWING TEAT, 1957.

OWN COMBINE HARVESTING

Materials

Cultivations

Harvesting and Storage

Harvesting

Drying and Storage

Special Implement Depreciation & Repairs

.Sundries (Twine .etc.)

Other Costs

TOTAL COST.

Vale of York

1.16. 8.

13. 8.

1.19. 4.

6. 8.

9. 9. 1.

23. 6. 3.

+. Harvesting and St oraFe 
11 records covering 224 acres.

Materials, Cultivations & Other Costs taken from Table 2.

TABLE. 4.
* 'COSTS AND MARGINS FOR WHEAT GRCWING, 1957.

OWN 'COMBINE HARVESTING

• • . .
.. .. .. .

Yield . .

Gross Return.

Vale of York
Per Acre

25 - cm-ts

........._..... _37.. 7. j_f_________

E. s. d. E. s. d.

Variable Costs 9. 1. 1.
Margin 28. 6. 2.

Direct Costs 16. 3.11.
Margin 21. 3. 4.

Direct + Overhead Costs 18. 0.10.
Margin . 19. 6. 5.

Total Costs 23. 6. 3.
Mar in 14. 1. 0. 

Note: Variable Costs include Fuel & Repairs for
Combine, Baler and Drier.

Direct Costs include Depreciation Charges
for these items.



The complete calculations are set out in Table 2. Here the cost
of growing viheat and harvesting by binder came to E25.5s.per acre for
the Vale of York and to E22.5s. per acre for Helmsley. The resulting
.margins between total costs and total returns were E12 and somewhat under
Ell per acre respectively. Comparable figures are provided for the group
of recorded fields in the Vale of York harvested by the farmer's own combine.
Total costs here came to E23.6s. per acre.(Table 3) indoubtedly
combining can be the cheaper method, but in that circumstances this holds
must be discussed later in the report. There was no evidence in the
costs that higher yields followed from the use of a combine for harvesting.
The higher margin of E14 per acre was therefore entirely due to the lower
costs.

The picture then of wheat growing in 1957 is that for the Vale of York
yields of 25- cwts per acre gave average returns of £37.7s. per acre at an
orthodox accounting sost of £25. 5s. per acre for binder harvesting, the
margin between these two figures coming to over £12 per acre. For the
Helmsley area, Where binder harvesting was even more common, yields of
21i cwt gave average .returns of 33 per acre at a total cost of E22.5s.
per acre, the margin being somewhat under Ell per acre.

THE COSTS EXAMINED

Arable farming predominates in both the areas of Yorkshire covered by
this report. The farms in the Vale of York in the main follow an intensive
system of cash cropping, generally on lightish land, though considerable
variation is found in this respect from field to field. Most of the Helmsley
group of farms lay north of the Pickering-Helmsley-Oswaldkirk road, between
that and the 500 foot 4ontour. Here are found the brashy soils of the
Corallian limestone Which can be quite sticky and difficult to vork in
wet weather. It is an area of mixed farming based on arable.

Despite these differences the two sets of costs presented in the previous
section are fairly similar in all instances Where the effect of manurial
residues and dung applications were not included. For the Vale of York,
for example, direct and ove/head costs came to £19.19s. whilst the
corresponding figure for the Helmsley group was £19.11s. The outstanding
difference between them can be credited to heavier expenditure by the farmers
in the Vale on artificial fertilizers and sprays.

The chief justification for keeping the two groups separate has already
been shown by the difference in gross returns per acre; E37.7s. for the
Vale of York and only £33 for the Helmsley sample. Behind this lay a
difference in yield per acre Which can probably be ascribed to the difference
in altitude. In the Vale of York the averaGe yield came to 251 cwts
Whilst near Helmsley it was 4 cwts less at 21* cwt to the acre. .

Both groups showed a worthwhile increase in yield over the 1956 harvest,
the improvement in both cases being of the order of ai cwts per acre. These
better yields can be considered as representative yields for Wheat growing
in the two districts. The year 1957 was a distinct improvement on its
predecessor but it was neither outstandingly sunny nor did it provide
memorable weather for harvesting. For wheat growing it was about average.



The legacy of 1956 was still apparent in the composition of the
present inquiry. The wet year and late harvesting made autumn planting

most difficult and onerous. Many of our 9o-operators decided against

winter wheat and planted either pring wheat or an alternative corn crop.

This was particularly the case in the Helmsley area which has a late
harvest. 4e records obtained in these circumstances had of necessity

to be a combination of winter and spring Wheat crops in contrast to the

previous year's vihich were composed entirely of winter wheats. For the

Vale of York 10 out of the 38 costs were for Spring Wheat, whilst the

Helmsley group's proportion was 23 out of 36.

The change from Winter to Spring Viheat could be expected to cause a

small increase in the cost of cultivations, on balance, since the spring

crop requires a.finer seed bed. The better harvesting conditions
compared with the previous year should have more than offset any increase.

In the event total costs were considerably lower in 1957, far more than

could be explained by more spring work and less harvesting time.. The

Vale of York group's average total cost of £25.5s. was 49s an acre lower,
Whilst the Helmsley group at £22.13s. was 67s lower.

Searching for the reasons (see Table 5) we find that in the Vale of

York group, as was expected from the brighter weather, harvesting by binder

cost 16s.6d less in 1957 despite higher yields. The Spring and Autumn

cultivations were also reduced compared with the previous year. This was

because in the autumn of 1955 (for the 1956 Winter Wheat) many farmers
had taken advantage of the season to deep plough or double plough the land.
There was no .opportunity to do this in the autumn of 1956 and far less

time was spent on ploughing. The lower use of labour and tractor were
amplified in the postings by the figures for overheads which are partly

calculated on the basis of labour use. It can be seen from this that

the total costs for 1957 tend to over-emphasize the gain to the farmer
compared with the previous year - or it might be said with equal

correctness that the higher 1956 figures gave an unduly unfavourable

impression of the total. cost of growing Wheat.

Looking at the Helmsley group's costs the general cultivations

likewise did not show any increase, being down by almost 4s per acre. On
the other hand harvesting and threshing taken together were equally

expensive in 1957, as in 1956, possibly due to the higher yields offsetting

the easier harvesting. The fact that the cost for the 1957 crop was
lower by 3.15s. an acre was due entirely to the difference in the

quantities of dung applied to the *heat crops in the two years. This is

a traditional practice in the district but in the rushed autumn of 1956

opportunity was found to dung only 45- out of the 245 acres costed.
There was therefore a striking fall in the amount charged for the manure

itself, also in the time spent applying it to the land and the relevant

proportion of overheads.

Artificial Fertilizers

Changes are constantly taking place in fertilizer practice which

always makes it an interesting subject. The tendency to manure

cereals independently of previous cropping has been noted already. This

is true of the Vale of York group at least. Half the farmers growing

-7-



TABLE. 5.

COMPARISON OF TOTAL COSTS OF GROWING MEAT FOR THE 1956 AND 1957 HARVEST YEARS

(i) Vale of York (Binder) 1957 1956 

Materials 6. 1. 0. 5.19.11.
Cultivations 2. 6. 3. 3. 5, 0.

Harvesting 3. 3. 5. 4. 0. 0.

Threshing and Sundries 3.11. 3. 3.11. 1.
Rent 1.16. 4. 1.19. 9.

Overheads & Depreciation 3. 0.11. 3.13. 6.

Farmyard Manure (including application) and
Net Manurial Residues 5. 5. 5. 5. 4.10. 

£25. 4. 7. £27.14. 1.

(ii) Helmsley (Binder) 1957 1956 

Materials 5. 5. 7. 5.12. .0.

Cultivations 2.11. 4. 2.15. 3.

Harvesting 3. 6. 4. 3. 9. 0.

Threshing and Sundries 3. 9. 1. 3. 3.10,

Rent 1.11. 1. 1.10.10.

Overheads & Depreciation 3. 8. O. 4. 5. 0.

Farmyard Manure (including application) and
• Net Manurial Residues 2.13. 6. 5. 3. 8. 

£22. 4.11. L21.1.21_11._

_8-
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T.ABLE.6.

MANURING OF WHEAT ACCORDING TO PREVIOUS CROP(1957) 

Distribution ig Number of Records+

I VALE OF YORK Previous Crop ____

Winter Viheat Corn Ley or Fallow Roots  Peas/Beans Total
. 

Basic and. 1
. Top Dressing 5(1) 1 4 - 10 (1)
Basic Dressing only 2 1 5 1 9.. .

. 1(1) - 7 - E3 (1)Top Dressing only

No 1Vranui-ing - 1 - 1

TOTAL 8(2) 2 . • • 17 . 1 • 28 (2) 

Spring wheat
Basic and ,

Top Dressing
Basic Dressing only
Top Dressing only
No Manuring

TOTAL

1
2

1
2

2
1

2
5
2
1

2 2 10

H E L M S L E Y

Winter Wheat
• Basic and
Top Dressing .1

Basic Dressing only
Top Dressing only '6(6)
No Manuring

TOTAL

Spring Mr at
Basic & Top Dressing
Basic Dressing only
Top Dressing only
No Manuring

TOTAL

.41‘

1

7

2

4
1(1) 7(7)

1(1) 13(7)

2

1
1 2

8

3(1)
1 16

1
3

5

Figrxes in brackets indicate number of records
also showing applications of farmyard manure.
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wheat after a root crop provided a full basic dressing for the seed -
and this held irrespective of whether Winter or Spring wheat was sown.
(see Table 6). This year there was also only one record of a wheat
crop after another grain crop receiving no basic artificial dressing.

Top dreAsing in the Spring is still not a universal practice for
Winter Wheat and in one-third of the cases in the Yale group it was
omitted. There was no evidence from the distribution of yields that
the omission of the dressing had any deleterious effect. Both dressed
and undressed crops showed a similar wide range in yields between 121-
and 421- cwts per acre. This is hardly an argument against top dressing.
It might be true for example that crops that both looked and yielded
well would have done even better with a late dose of nitrogen. This after
all is the conclusion of all the experimental evidence.

A similar proportion of the Winter wheat in the Helmsley area received
a top dressing, namely two-thirds. It is interesting here to see that in
every case where the land was dressed with dung, no basic dressing of
artificial fertilizers was provided.. To what extent this is a sound
practice is open to discussion. In marked contrast, out of the 23 Spring
crops recorded, only 4 did not receive a basic dressing of artificials.
Somewhat naturally very few Spring crops were given a later top dressing
of nitrogen.

Type of Wheat

The interesting point arising from the Helmsley group was the
comparison between the Winter and Spring sown crops. The lowest yield from
Spring wheat was 1_,7 cwts and the highest 36 cwts. In sharp contrast
Winter wheat fields yielded as low as 7 and 9 cwts per acre and not one
attained the 25 cwt mark. In this year at least, with its difficult
autumn and wet soil, advantage came to those who delayed sowing and
waited until the Spring. There was nothing in the Vale of York group to
suggest a similar tendency and insufficient evidence to suggest the
contrary, namely that Winter wheat outyielded Spring wheat.

This year Cappelle was the commonest wheat variety costed in the Vale
of York group, with Heines 7 second to it. Peko and Koga II headed the
Spring crops. In the Helmsley group Koga II was the commonest vtheat
sown followed by Peko and Progress, all Spring varieties. Heines 7
followed by N 59 headed the Winter sown crops. In both areas the seed
was most frequently sown at a rate of 12 stone per acre.

Harvesting

To most people the outstanding change in wheat growing. over the
past twenty years has not been the introduction of new varies or new
approaches to fertilizer. usage but the arrival and spread of the combine
harvester. Where a large acreage of wheat and barley is grown on a farm
the use of combine together with baler and drier has become the standArd

-10.-



practice. This present enquiry does emphasize that it is not so for

smaller acreages of grain.

For the farms co-operating in these costings and using the farm's•
own combine (providing in all 13 records of combine harvesting) the lowest

work achievement recorded for a harvester was BO acres. The smallest of
the farms possessing a combine was 155 acres and this particular farmer

increased the acreage cut by his machine with some outside contracting.

All the farmers with fewer acres than this continued to use the binder

and threshing drum, or in a few c,ases hired a contractor's combine. In

addition several farmers in the investigation with over 200 acre mainly

arable farms continued to use the "old" method for all their grain crops.

The modern machinery did not therefore find universal application and

some of the reasons are not hard to find. The combine harvester and

ancillary equipment save labour at harvest by substituting capital in the

form of machinery. Harvesting by binder and threshing required on these

Yorkshire farms anything between 10 and 35 man hours an acre whilst
combining took only between 3 and 13 man hours. Whilst the saving in man

hours is substantial, it does not necessarily represent an equal saving

in cost on the smaller farm, iace some of the labour at least will be

family labour. Indeed even n farms Which employ outside labour,

.mechanisation of the corn harvest may be important rather for increased

flexibility in the face of poor autumn weather than for immediate labour

saving.

The reverse of the picture follows from the fact that the. co.st pf

providing combine and baler, not to mention drying facilities, can be

extremely heavy for a small acreage of grain and not every farmer can do

contracting for his neighbours. There is always the further consideration

that the money for this harvesting machinery might produce a higher return

if invested elsewhere on the farm in an alternative enterprise. Many

farmers Who cannot expand their farms by adding more acres have developed

the livestock side of their businesses instead .and must continue to do so.

In such circumstances wheat remains a useful cash crop but it may not be

wise to allow it to have the first call on capital resources.

It is worth while looking further at this question of the cost of

combine harvesting. , The written down values of all the combines but one

in this enquiry fell between 2200 and 2440 Which is also within the range

of prices for buying a reasonable second-hand combine. What then was

the effect of depreciation charges on the direct costs of harvesting? •

For this purpose it can be taken that repair costs per acre would be

unchanged, the mailer the acreage the lower the year's repair costs,

that no driers were in use and that the cost per acre of dealing with the

straw remained unchanged, which may or may not be true.

For 12 records the original direct charges for harvesting, without

any drying or dressing charges, fell between 21.16s. and 24.16s. with

the preponderance of the costs coming between E2 to 24 an acre. If it

was assumed that each of these combines had harvested only 40 acres in

One combine record eliminated because the
written down value of the combine exceeded

£1,500.



the year, the predominant number of costs would have fallen between £3
and £5. If only 20 acres had been harvested, most costs would have
come between E6 and £7 an acre.

This compares not unfayourably with the 5 records Where a contractor's
combine was used and the comparable harvesting costs lay between £4.10s.
and £7 an acre. Those who used a cantractor, provided they did not lose
grain because of waiting for the Contractor, did have the advantage of
a lower capital outlay. This low capital outlay, as already pointed out,
can in many circumstances be the predisposing factor encouraging a farmer
to continue wheat growing.

The calculations for the small scale use of the combine look at first
sight even more attractive when compared with the calculated direct costs
of harvesting by binder and thresher. For these there was a fairly even
concentration of direct costs lying between E5 to E9 per acre.

Only in a dry harvest season are the two sets of costs somewhere near
comparable.. In other years the grain would require drying either by
contract at the farmer's expense or by the merchant after purchase. The
latter would make a reduction in price not readily ascertained but which
must at least be equivalent to a deduction of E2 for every acre of wheat
grown. This amount would in effect be an additional cost and would
equate the book costs of growing 40 acres or less of grain with combine
harvesting to that of growing the crop and using binder harvesting. In
other words in all cases where only a small acreage of grain is grown the

cost of harvesting can be set between E5 to E9 per acre. The combine would
be apposite if labour was in short supply at harvest time and the necessary
mechanised skill was available to keep repair and maintenance charges to a
minimum. As long as capital is in short supply or hag more lucrative
alternative uses the "old" method still has competitiye value. It is
worthy of note that on these mainly arable farms the dividing line came
around 200-250 total acres of land or, alternatively, 80 to 100 acres of

corn to combine, which might.of course include corn harvested on contract.

The farm drying and storage of grain is a subject in itself and the
sample obtained could not be considered to be sufficiently representative
for detailed comment. One point nevertheless must be made. The outstanding

variable present, was that for depreciation and repairs. Some installations
were new and costly and gave a heavy depreciation charge per ton of grain

dried. In one instance the charge was £3 per acre of grain! Other
driers had been on the farm for over 10 years. Depreciation charges were

small and the cost of repairs had not grown to an extent that would offset
this. Most farmers have first bought a combine harvester and then a few.
years later installed drying and storage equipment. In view of the heavy
capital investment that the latter may require it may today be wiser to
find out the cost of the necessary drying and storage equipment first and
then, and only then, buy the combine. Further than this it would be
foolish to draw any guiding principles from the costings themselves on the
economics of the drying and storage of grain.

-!_
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TABLE7.

AVERAGE RETURNS FROM THEAT G.R.OWING

Sale Price of Headcorn
Deficiency Payment

Total Return

Yield

Sale Price of Headcorn
Deficiency Payment

Total Return

t Vale of York I  Helmsley
PER ACRE

E. s. d.

26. 2. 2.
11. 5. 1.

37. 7. 3.

E. s. d.

23. 6. 0.
9.14.  6.

33. Q. 6.

25.6 cwts 21.4 cwts

PER NT 
s. d. s. d.
20. 3. 21. 2.
8.8. 8.

28.11.

TABLE 8.

UHEAT PRICES AND DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS 1
England & Wales

Period
Average
Price
per
Cwt.

aeaTaard
Price

eficiency
Payment
per Cwt.

Quantity
Sold
million
cwts.

Total
Deficiency
Payment
E million

•
July-Sept. 18 4.4 26 l 7 8.6 13.6 5.2

Oct-Nov. 19 2.8 27 7 8 4.2 11.2 4.7

Dec-Feb. 20 2.6 29 1 8 10.4 . 11.4 5.1 .

Mar-Apl. 20 5.8 30 8 10 2.2 10.4 5.3

May-June 23_22.1_1_11 1 8 0. 4.6 1.9

Source: Ministry of Agriculturejisheries & Food.
Press Notice



Range of Costs

Variations in farm practices can be expected to cause variation
in final costings, although, as already pointed out, in some instances
one thing will cancel out another. This was true of both the Helmsley
and the Vale of York groups where for Total Costs a range from £15 to
E30 an acre was needed to cover 85 - 90 per cent respectively of the
records. Some considerable Dart of the diversity was caused by the
different incidences of charges for farmyard manure and residual manurial
values. Removing these, the range for Direct and Overhead Costs was a
reduced one, lying between £15 and £25 an acre for a corresponding
proportion of the records. (Table F) This variation in costs must be
borne in mind when considering the ret n to the farmer for his application
of resources, that is when considering'p/%fitability of wheat growing.

PRICES AND RETURNS

The price of homegrown wheat rose gradually during the period July
1957 to June 1958 from the low level of mid 1957. This was most
encouraging to the Wheat grower Aao might have feared an even greater
dependence on government subsidies. TIpci covery was all the same very
gradual and whilst the bulk of the 1957/wasPunder dispose), average prices
were below the previous year's level. The total payment by the government
increased from £19 million to £22 million although the standard price
for purposes of subsidy was lower by ls.5d. per cut.

The &ntle rise in prices was one important factor to account for the
higher average price per cwt obtained on the market by the Helmsley group
of growers. They averaged almost a shilling a cwt above the 20s.3d. for
the Vale of York farms. Whilst the commonest marketing period for the
Vale group was December-February, for the. Helmsley group it was March-April
and over one-quarter of Helmsley records showed some Wheat sold in the
May-June period when the officially recorded average price rose by half
a crown to 23s per cwt (see Table 8).

For England and Wales as a whole the lowest prices and heaviest
market ings came during the Ministry's July-September 1957 deficiency
payment period. .Then the national average price came to 18s.4-d. and the
quantity sold to 13-i million cwts. Subsequent periods showed marketings
between 10i and million cwts except for the last, the May-June
period, when only million cwts came forward.

Very few of our co-operating Yorkshire farmers, in fact only 4 out
of the total, =1.keted their grain in the early July-September period.
This together with the rising prices gave a final average, considering
both groups as one, of about a shilling a cwt above the weighted average
market price for Drigl,?,nd and Wales, which was calculated from the tables
at 19s.9id.per cwt.

The final receipts for the Wheat included the deficiency payments.
Co-operators in this inquiry averaged 8s.8d. per cwt from the government.
The standard prices on which these payments were based were arranged to
increase during the year from 26s to 312 per cwt. In this way farmers
were guaranteed some reward for storage of grain and this undoubtedly
provided an added incentive for some farmers to continue with the binder
method of harvesting.
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Despite the higher average price per cwt gained by the Helmsley
farmers, their receipts per acre at 33 were £4.7s. less than the average
for the Vale group. (see Table 7) This underlines the great importance
of obtaining satisfactory yields. This may be difficult in the higher
H.elmsley area but was clearly not impossible for, using spring wheats,
over one-fifth of the records for this district showed yields of 25 cwts
or more.

This report began with a discussion of the difficulties of assessing

the profitability of wheat growing. Some further consideration of
profitability is worthwhile if only to acknowledge the variation from farm

to farm and field to field. If the precise profit cannot be stated,

it is possible to look at the margin between calculations of the cost of
resources going into the crop and the returns received. For various reasons
the mergin between total direct and overhead costs and total returns was
considered the most suitable for attention.

In 1957 returns were greater than these costs in all except three
oases, all in the Helmsley area. In neither group did the margins show
a peak around a certain figure, rather there was a central plateau. For

the Vale of York three-quarters of the records showed margins between £10

and £30 per acre (see Appendix Table K) and for the Helmsley group more
than 8 out of 10 records showed margins between E5 and £25. These are

rather wide distributions. The greatest rargin for the Helmsley group was

one of £28.14s. but for the Vale of York was £41.10s!

Whilst this latter farm did have costs on the laiv side, they were not

of over-riding importance. The highest cost calculated for this group was

one of E26 which would still have left a margin of £33 per acre over direct

and overhead costs. The all important factor was again yield, the
outstanding yield of over 2 tons of grain to the acre. Indeed the only

other farm to achieve a similar yield contributed the second highest margin

per acre.

Consideration of the wide ?distribution of the yields, returns and

margins obtained in these costings of wheat growing can prompt the feeling

that it all depends on the weather and opportune harvesting. There is

undoubtedly considerable force behind this argument. No farmer can be

sure of the return until he has sold his produce. On the other hand it

can prompt the thought that a little attention to details may reap a large

reward. The costings themselves do not reveal which are the important

details; experimental evidence on the other hand does emphasize the

benefits that can be obtained with winter wheat by applying timely top

dressings of nitrogen in the spring.

Economy is often thought of as simply a matter of reducing costs.

The findings of this report do something to correct this impression. Taking

all the farms in both groups,Direct plus Overhead Costs varied between

£12 and £27 per acre. This is quite a wide range, the dearest crops using

twice as much resources as the cheapest. But the total Returns were spread

between £13 and £60 per acre, that is the highest return was well over

-15-



four times as great as the lowest. The range in margins between
these two figures was even more striking since hidh costs did not
necessarily go with high returns. Margins for the two groups
varied between a deficiency of E3 and a. credit of over E41, as
already r:.entioned.

Costs as rePresented in these costings are, naturally, not to
be ignored. As everyone knows excessive cultivations before winter
wheat can lower yield, carefully organied harvesting can both save
labour and also grain, whilst excessive costs for drying grain or
high duoreciation charges for combines can take the gilt off wheat
r7rowing. Low costs may however simply mean low yields, Which is
false economy. Indeed the fact that there Tas much more variat4on
in total returns than in costs suggests once again that yields are
a prime consideration and can be kept at a satisfactory level without
incurring hoar costs. The guarantee of a reasonable income from
viheat will be much greater for the farsLs in the Helmsley area that
can average 25 rather than 20 cwts per acre vhilst in the Vale
30 cwts at least should be the target rather than the 25 cuts which
was the average in this report.

In short, the potentialities of the latest varifties of wheat
are considerable, although, as the records used here show, the full
possibilities Pave not always been realised. This in turn suggests
that the necessary refineEionts of field husbandry that are required
for the newer varieties have not been evolved or, alternatively,
have not become widely accepted. 1,:hen this further achievement is
realised, as it surely will be, we can expect even higher aveTage
yields of wheat than have been disclosed by these present figures.

• • • •• 0 • 0 oosesoo••0••

Once again our many thanks c?Jre due to the considerable

number of farmers who have so kindly co-operated in this inquiry

to make the report possible.



TABLE .A.

APPENDIX

SIZE OF FARMS IN INVESTIGATION 

Distribution by Number of Farms 

Farms
in

Acres Cro s and Grass + Median
Acreage1 51 101 ' 151 201 301 OverGroup -50 -100 -150 -200 -300 -500 500 of
Grout

Vale of York 28 2 6 5 4 ' 7 2 2 165
Helmsle 26 2 9 • 4 1, 1 116

Rough Grazing converted to equivalent acres crops and grass.

TABLE.B.(1) QUANTITY OF SEED SOWN PER ACRE
Distribution by. Number of Records 

STONES
8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Total

Records
Vale of York - 5 - 18 .3 9 • 3 - 38Helmsley 2 2 17_ j 6 6

TABLE.B„(II) 

VARIETY

Winter 

Cappelle

Heines 7
N 59

Other Winter Varieties

Spring

Koga II

Pico

Progress

Other Spring Varieties

VARIETY OF SEED SOWN 
Distribution by Number of Records 

VALE OF YORK HELMSLEY

-17-
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TABLE .0. USE OF LABOUR FOR HARVESTING includin_ Thre shin
and Drying

Distribution by Number of Records

•
.

Man Hours- per Acre
Total
Records

0-
5

5-
10

10-
15

. 15-
20

20-
25

25--
30 I

i 30-
35

A)Binder

Vale of York - -3 10 6 4 . 1 24
.Ielrasley - -7 7 7 9 2 32
B)Own Combine

4 1_ 2 11yaae of York

TABLE.D. YIELD OF BEADCOBN PER AC, l957

Distribution by Number of Records

• •• .. , •

Cvrts. er Acre
Total
Records

5-
10

10-
15

15-
20

20— .1... 25-
25 3Q

30-
i35

35-,
40

40-
45,

Vale of York - 2 6 . ,• . 8 1.11 7 2 2 38
Helmsley 2 3 ' 5 18

I
6 1 . 1 - 36

Vale of York

'Winter Vih.eat - 2 3 10 1. 2 30

Spring Meat - - 3 2 1 1 . 1 - 8
Helmsley

Winter Wheat .!'',. 2 2. 7 - - , 13
Spring Meat - 1 3 11 6 1 1 - 23

5-10 5 to 9.9
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TABLE .E. TOTAL COST OF HARVESTING

. Distribution by Number of Records

A Binder Harvestin and Threshi

E  Ter acre 

4 5 •6 7 8 
1 9

Vale of York
'Helmsley 2 7 9 12 8 3

10 iTotal
IRecords

2 56

Own Combine Harvesting (excludingDrying)

1

E per acre

2

Vale of York)
Helmsley 4

Total
Records

Own Combine Harvestin and D in

E per acre

3 6
Total

7 Records
Vale of York
Eieimsiey

2 1 2 10

E2 E2.0.0. - £2.19.11.



TABLE.F. COST OF GROWING WHEAT

Distribution b - Number of Records

A) Total Costs

  E Ez acre 
. 10- 15- 20- 25-

+ 
1  15 2025i 30

f
Vale of York 6 13 i 16
Helmsley  _._._.__9._...__  6

B) Direct & Overhead Costs 

30_ 

55
3

Total
Records

38

36 

. E per acre

1- 10- 15- 20- 25-- 1. 30- Total

1.520 25 30 35 Records

iVale of York 1 24 12 1 - 38

!Helmsley 4 17 13 t 2 1 36

TABLE .G.

£10-15 E10 to £14.19.11.

;DATE OF SALE OF WHEAT BY PERIOD

Distribution_Ly Number of Instances

Vale of York

Helmsley

12L7. 1957 2.257-8, 2.958,
Mar-

. 1958 Total
Number ofJuly- 1 Oct- Dec- May-

Sept, ' Nov. Feb. A 1. June Instances

i
3 1 17 24 10 4 58

1 ' 4 12 18 10 45

4- The total number of instances of sales exceeds

the number of records collected since many farmers

sold wheat in 2 or even 3 periods.
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TABLE .11. TOTAL RETURN PER ACRE FROM \.THEAT

Distribution er  of Records

E .per acre  Total
+ 10- 15- 20-•1 25.;. 30- 35- 40- 45- 50- 1 55- Records

1,5 2,9 ?. _ ' 30 40 4 0 551 60.. . .

Vale of York - 1

..„...15_

2 . 1 4 12 5

.

4 6 212 . 38
Helmsley' . .- 1 3 1 , 4 12 9 3 3 — 36

1

TABLE.J. MARKET PRICE PER ACRE FM11,1 WIEAT

Distribution by Number of Records

E per acre Total

+ 10- 15- 20- 25- 30 135- 40- Records
15 1 20 2 0 40 4

Vale of of York 2 5 13 7 j 5 4 2 38
Helmsley . 4 3 15 10 4 - - 36

TABLES K. A MARGIN BETWEEN TOTAL COST AND TOTAL RETURN

Distribution by  Number of Records

Deficiency, Credi t. . I— To- a,1

__er acre
Records

10-

5

5-
0

10-
I 5

5- 10-
1

1 15-
I 20

20-1 25-
25 1 0

30- 35-
j40J5 

Vale of York

elmsley

3

1

1

3

3 :

5

,Ip
5

7 

1Q

, 7

9
10

3
2

3
1

—

-
-

1

-
38
36 

......,_,..

B MARGIN BETWEEN DIRECT &  OVERHEAD COSTS AND
TOTAL RETURNS

Distribution by Number of Records

,
1 Deficiency ' Credit Total

Records• E - er acre

4- 5-0 0- 5- 10- 15- 20- 25-130- 35- 40-
10 1 2grn JO A

Vale of York - 4 3 10 8 1 3 7 1 1 1 38

Helmsley 3 12 6 8 9 7 1 - - - 36

E5-10 = E5 to £9.19,11.
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Notes on Methods Used in the Calculation of Costs

Manual Labour

Work done by adult men was charged at 3s.8d. per hour, the

charge covering wages paid, insurance, allowance for absence through_

illness, etc.

Other labour was charged at cOrresponding rates and casual .

labour at actual rates paid.

Tractors

Tractors. were charged at 4s.6d. per hour for Wheeled tractors.

This charge included fuel, maintenance, repairs and depreciation.

Combine Harvesters, Balers, Driers.

Depreciation was taken as 15 per cent of the written down

ve4ue. and. to this was added the average cost of repairs over recent

years and the estimated cost of fuel used. This total cost for the

harvest year was divided for combines and balers by the total acreage

of all crops (grain and grass) harvested bY them in the year to arrive

at a cost per acre; for the driers the cost was derived from the tonnage

of grain .dried during the season.

Residual Manurial Values
••

Farmyard manure was charged at El per ton and a third of this.

charge and of the cost of application was carried forward to the next -

crop For potash and phosphate manures a third of the cost was credited

to the fallowing crop and for compound manures a quarter. No manurial

residues were allowed for nitrogen.

General Farm Expenses

These were charged on the basis of 12/,r • per acre plus

in the .on direct manual labour costs.

Implement Depreciation and Repairs

* For farm machinery other than specialised machinery (combines,

balers, driers) a standard charge was used of 24s.0d. per acre.
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STANDARD APPENDIX

The figures in this Aaendix are based .op.,..1record_s_2_ on 752 acres on

54 farms

TABLE.1. SUMMARY OF AVERAGE COSTS PER ACRE

ITEM OF COST

• •

Total Labour

Power: Tractor

Horse

Machinery Depreciation
and repair allowance.

Contract Services

'Other Fuel

Materials: Seed

Ir-7

Fertilizers and
Manures applied.

Sundries

ent

otal Direct Costs

lus Share of Genoral Farm
Expenses 2. O.

. 20. 18. 8.

Hours  
Men Yo.6.--Ghs I Females

21.8 0.25

8.2

0.105

0.131

••••••

4. 14. 3.

2. 0. 6.

2.

1. 10. 9.

1. 4. 3=

1. 3.

2. 19. 2.

3. 12. 9.

2. 1. 6.

1. 13. 9.

18. 18. 4.

djustment for Residual
Manurial 1)- -au.c.,s 

ross Cost 23. 10.11.
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TABLE .2. SUMMARY OF AVERAGE YIFLDS & RECEIPTS

Grain sold
Oeficien_sy PaLment Receipts!

Quantity per Acre Receipts per  Cwt.'
s. d.

20. 8.
8. 8.

arts.
23.59

TABLE .3. SUMKARY CF AVERAGE QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS
PER ACRE

a

Seed

Overall Average per Acre 
Iof 752 acres) 

Fertilizers and Manures Area Dressed Only

Cwt s.
1.6

1Acres ,Cwts per 1
1

acre 1

1'Farmyard Manure 70 184 i 17.1

Lime IIL' t1  -

lArtificials,straights:

nitrogenous 383 1.87 0.95

Dotassic 72 2..55 0.24

.....

phosphatic )

S 

50 5.60 ,
) 

0.37

oompounds . 412 2.51  I 1 1.37

Yield of Grain: headcorn 23.6 cwts.
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